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Abstract - To achieve high reliability in VLSI designs, estimation of [26], a statistical approach based on the asymptotic theory of extreme or-
the maximum power dissipation during the design cycle is becoming der statistics was presented. The method is based on the theory of ex-
important. In previous work, it was shown that maximizing dissipa- treme order statistics applied to the probabilistic distributions of the
tion is equivalent to maximizing gate output activity, appropriately cycle-by-cycle power consumption, the maximum likelihood estimation,
weighted to account for differing load capacitances. Recent advances and the Monte-Carlo simulation.
in Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) models and algorithms have made it Recent years have seen a remarkable growth in the use of Boolean
tempting to use satisfiability-based techniques in solving various Satisfiability (SAT) models and algorithms for solving various problems
VLSI design-related problems such as verification and test genera- in Electronic Design Automation (EDA). This is mainly due to the fact
tion. SAT solvers have also been extended to handle 0-1 integer lin- that SAT algorithms have seen tremendous improvements in the last few
ear programming (ILP) problems. In this paper, we present an ILP- years, allowing larger problem instances to be solved in different applica-
based solution to compute the maximum weighted activity of combi- tions domains [2, 9, 14, 17, 27]. Such applications include formal verifi-
national circuits. The problem is formulated as an ILP instance and cation [3], FPGA routing [19], global routing [1], logic synthesis [16],
the new SAT-based ILP solvers are used to find an estimate for the and sequential equivalence checking [4]. SAT has also been extended to
power dissipation. For performance comparison, the problem is also a variety of applications in Artificial Intelligence including other well-
solved using generic ILP solvers. The validity of the proposed ap- known NP-complete problems such as graph colorability, vertex cover,
proach is demonstrated using benchmarks from the MCNC suite. and Hamiltonian path [6].

SAT solvers have traditionally been used to solve decision problems.
I. INTRODUCTION Given a set of Boolean variables and constraints expressed in products-

The continuing decrease in feature size and increase in chip density of-sum form (also known as conjunctive normal form (CNF)), the goal is
has raised concerns about power dissipation in VLSI chips. High or ex- to identify a variable assignment that will satisfy all constraints in the
cessive power dissipation may cause run-time errors and chip destruction problem or prove that no such assignment exists. Recently, SAT solvers
due to over heating. With increasing demands for high reliability in VLSI have been extended to handle Pseudo-Boolean (PB) constraints [1, 5, 8,
designs, accurate estimation of the maximum power dissipation during 23, 25]. PB constraints are more expressive and can replace an exponen-
the design cycle is becoming critical. Estimation of maximum power tial number of CNF constraints. Another key advantage of PB constraints
helps designers in selecting the appropriate packaging and cooling tech- is the ability to express optimization problems which are traditionally
niques and in optimizing the sizes of the power and ground buses. handled as integer linear programming (ILP) problems. Hence, SAT

Power dissipation in CMOS combinational circuits arises from the solvers can now handle both decision and optimization problems.
following sources [20, 21]: dynamic power dissipation due to switching In this paper, we propose using the new SAT-based 0-1 ILP solvers to
current from charging and discharging the parasitic capacitances, dynam- find an estimate for the maximum switching activity and therefore the
ic power dissipation due to short-circuit current when both n-channel and maximum power dissipated by a CMOS combinational circuit. We trans-
p-channel transistors are momentarily on at the same time and static pow- form the problem to an optimization instance and use SAT-based ILP
er dissipation due to leakage current and subthreshold current. solvers to find the vector pair that maximizes the power dissipation. Our

The first source, namely dynamic power dissipation, is due to the sig- approach provides a tight lower bound of power in a reasonable amount
nal switching activity that takes place during charging and discharging of of time for large circuits. The problems are also solved using generic ILP
the capacitors [21]. The signal switching activity depends on the input solvers, e.g. CPLEX [12], for performance comparison. Experimental re-
patterns applied to the circuit. Therefore to determine the maximum sults are quite promising considering both, circuit complexity of the
switching activity that a circuit can experience, it is necessary to search benchmarks used and CPU time required by the solvers to find a solution.
for a two-vector input sequence {VI, V2} that produces the maximum The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides back-
power dissipation [13, 11, 7]. The exact solution to this power maximiza- ground information on power dissipation and Boolean satisfiability; Sec-
tion problem is NP-complete [7]. A possible scenario is to exhaustively tion 3 explains how Boolean satisfiability was used to formulate the
simulate all possible patterns; however, this is practical for circuits with a problem of estimating maximum dissipation in CMOS circuits; Section 4
small number of primary inputs. For large circuits, several heuristic- gives a summary of the result and the paper is concluded in Section 5.
based approaches were reported in the literature. Devadas et al. [7] for-
mulated the power dissipation of CMOS circuits as a Boolean function in II. BACKGROUND
term of the primary inputs. They attempted to maximize the function by In this section, we review power dissipation in CMOS circuits and we in-
solving a weighted max-satisfiability problem using exact and approxi- troduce some key concepts related to Boolean satisfiability. This will
mate algorithms. The technique proved to be practically applicable only serve in clarifying our proposed approach to solve the maximum power
to small circuits. In [18], an upper bound of maximum transition or estimation problem.
switching density of individual nodes of combinational circuits was com- 2 1
puted via propagation of uncertainty waveforms. Test generation based dynamic Power in CMOS Circuit
approaches have also been reported [24]. A test generation strategy is de- A e i t i d p

energy dissipation in CMOS circuits. The relationship between the logi-vised for finding test patterns that would produce the maximum node energy d i C cri. The Ionhi bte t loi
cal behavior of a CMOS combinational circuit and the energy that the cir-

switching corresponding to the maximum power dissipation; the capaci-
tive load of a gate was approximated using its fanout; nodes with large cl isptsi ecie sn h olwn qain[]
fanout are then assigned transitions which are justified backwards until F = 0.5C17DSG (1)
the primary inputs are reached. In [13], the switching activity maximiza- D

tionprolem ssown o b equvalnt t a aulttesing robem o a E is the energy dissipated by the CMOS gate, C is the output capacitance
transformed circuit. A maximum weighted activity is achieved by test for the gate and Sc is the total number of gate output transitions. VDD

vector coeigaslce.e ffutso h rnfre ici.I is the voltage of the power source and also the assumed voltage swing of
the node.
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Despite the problem being NP-Complete, there have been dramatic
Gate Type Gate Equation CNF Expression improvements in SAT solver technology over the past decade. This has

lead to the development of several powerful SAT solvers that are capable
z = NOT(x) (x+ z) (x + z) of solving problems consisting of thousands of variables and millions of

|~ constraints in a few seconds [2, 9, 14, 17, 27].
IZ = NOR(x,y) (X + z) (+ Z) Recently, SAT solvers [1,5,8,23,25] have been extended to handle

(x +y + Z) pseudo-Boolean (PB) constraints which are linear inequalities with inte-

(x + z) (y + Z) ger coefficients that can be expressed in the normalized form [1] of:
z = NAND(x,y) | (x+y+z) a1xi +a2x2 + ...+anxn b (3)

(x + z) (y + Z) where ai, b E Z and xi are Boolean variables. PB constraints can, in
l z = AND(x,yl (x + y + z) l some cases, replace an exponential number of CNF constraints. They

l l(x- + z) ( + z) l have been found to be very efficient in expressing "counting constraints"
z = OR(x,y) [1]. Furthermore, PB extends SAT solvers to handle optimization prob-

(x + y + Z) lems as opposed to only decision problems. Subject to a given set ofCNF
(xi + y + z) (x + y+ z) and PB constraints, one can request the minimization (or maximization)

I
L YL I z =XOR_(x, y__ y of an objective function which consists of a linear combination of theXO(x J + 5 + -) (x +Y ++2) problem's variables. Note that each CNF constraint can be viewed as a
TABLE I. CNF formulas representing simple gates. PB constraint. For example the CNF constraint (a + b) can be viewed as

the PB constraint a + b . 1 PB constraints represent ILP inequalities.
To a first degree of approximation, the capacitance C is assumed to be In this paper, we are interested in using SAT solvers to measure the

directly proportional to the fanoutf of the gate [7, 13]. In this work, the maximum power dissipation in combinational circuits. Circuits are easily
effect of interconnect capacitance is ignored. It is clear from the equation represented as a CNF formula by conjuncting the CNF formulas for each
above and the assumptions made so far, that the product (f Sc) is di- gate output. A gate output can be expressed using a set of clauses which
rectly proportional to the power consumed. Therefore, to maximize dy- specify the valid input-output combinations for the given gate. Hence, a
namic power dissipation, we need to search for an input vector pair CNF formula (p for a circuit is defined as the union of set of clauses (PX
{Vi ,V2}, that tends to maximize the weighted sum of the gates output for each gate with output x:
transitions. The weights are determined by the capacitances or the
fanouts of each gate in the circuit. The weighted switching activity (W) of U x
the circuit can be approximated using the following equation: x E Q

where Q denotes all gate outputs and primary inputs in the circuit. Table I
W = fi(gi(VI) ® gi(V2)) p (2) shows generalized CNF formulas for various gates.

allgates
Where fi is the fanout of gate gi, and gi(VI) is the output of the gate III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND IMPLE-
when vector input VI is applied while gi( V2) is its output when the vec- MENTATION
tor V2 is applied at the primary inputs. Here, the summation of "XOR To estimate the maximum power dissipated, it is necessary to identify
equal to 1" is the number of switching nodes when the input vector VI is two-vector input sequence IVI, V2} that produces weighted maximum
followed by input vector V2. Hence, to maximize W, one has to search switching activity in the circuit under consideration. In this work, we as-
for primary input vector pairs lVI,V2} that will induce maximum sume that after the first vector VI is applied, the circuit is allowed to sta-
switching activity in the circuit. Note that a zero-delay model is assumed bilize before the application of the second vector V2. A SAT problem is
for all the gates in the circuit. created with following four groups of constraints:

2.2 Boolean Satisfiability 1. A set of clauses representing the circuit's logical behavior after the
Boolean Satisfiability (SAT) is often used as the underlying model in the application of input vector VI.
field of computer aided designs of integrated circuits. A number of SAT 2. A set of clauses representing the circuit's logical behavior after the
solvers have been proposed and implemented [2, 9, 14, 17, 27]. These application of input vector V2. Note that the set of constraints in
solvers employ powerful algorithms that are sufficiently efficient to deal (1) and (2) are identical but the variables are renamed differently.
with large-scale SAT problems that typically arise in the EDA domain. 3. A set of clauses representing XOR gates between the outputs of
Most of these algorithms claim competitive results in runtime efficiency

gates in (1) and (2). The number ofXOR gates equals the number
and robustness.Indrobust,nens afmathoeiesodnfaaim toof gates in the original circuit. An XOR gate output of logic 1In SAT, given a formulaf, the objective iS to identify an assignment to idctsta rniin( oIo o0 a curda h' ' . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~indicatesthat a transition (0 to 1 or 1 to 0) has occurred at the
a set of Boolean variables that will satisfy a set of constraints. If an as-
signment is found, it is known as a satisfying assignment, and the formula ouput of thegeitorIginal cictonthe successive
is called satisfiable. Otherwise if an assignment doesn't exist, the formula
is called unsatisfiable. The constraints are typically expressed in conjunc- 4. An objective constraint which specifies the weights of the XOR
tive normal form (CNF). In CNF, the formula consists of the conjunction outputs. Weights are computed based on the capacitance of the
(AND) of m clauses w31 .W..m each of which consists of the disjunc- gate which is assumed to be proportional to the fanout of the gate.
tion (OR) of k literals. A literal 1 is an occurrence of a Boolean variable or Cntans()ad()rpeettecrutslgclbhvo olwn
its complement. Hence, in order to satisfy a formula, each of its clauses thaplcioofhewovtrsepciey.Teonritsreer-

musthaveatlast ne ltera evauate to rue sented as explained in Section 2.2. Constraint (3) compares the output of
As~~ ~aneape N ntnefa ,c a+. (a + b. the same gate for the two vectors. If a transition or a change in the output

consists of 3 variables, 2 clauses, and 5 literals. The assignment {a = 0, b'' ' ~~~~~~~~~~hasoccurred the XOR gate will produce an output of 1, else, the XOR
= 1, c = 0} leads to a conflict, whereas the assignment {a = 0, b = 0, c = 1 gaeotu}ilb .Hr lo h osriti xrse sn h rn
satisfiesf.
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Circuit A Consistency Function Output Conditions
a f

(a, +dl). (al+dl) (di+d2+d) (d1 +d2+d)
(al+ el)(bl +el) (al + bl + el) (di + d2 + d) (dl + d2 + d) b

IdIti) I(el +tl) (dl + el+t(el + e2 + e) (el+ e2 + e)c

(cI + g)I (e I + g)I (cl + eI +gl) (el + e2 + e) (el + e2 + e) Transition Objective Function
Circuit B Consistency Function

Trnito Obetv-Fnto
Circuit BConsistencyFunctn(fl +f2 +1) (fl +f2 +1) Maximize(d+ 2e +f+ g)

(a2+d2). (a2+d2)
(a2+e .(b2+e2) (a2+b2+e2) (f 2+f)()f +f2 +) Solution:

2_2). (b 2 2) (a2 2 2)- - XMax W. Transitions = 5
(d2 +f2) (e2 +f2) (c2 + e2 +f2) g+g2+g g+g2+al, bl, = {1,1,O}

(c2 + 92) * (e2 +92) * (c2 + e2 + 92) (91 + 92 + 9) *(1 + 92 + 9) l{a2, b2, c21} = {O, 1, 1}

Fig 1. An illustrative example showing how to determine the weighted number of possible transitions in the given circuit.

ciples explained in Section 2.2. A new variable is declared for each XOR In order to speed up the ILP solvers, an initial objective goal was iden-
gate's output to indicate whether a transition occurred in the original cir- tified by generating 10K random primary input vectors and identifying
cuit. Finally, the goal of the objective function in constraint (4) is to iden- the maximum weighted switching activity among all vectors [10]. The
tify the two input vectors that would maximize the number of transitions random approach helps eliminate significant parts of the search space as
in the circuit. This is expressed as a PB constraint consisting of the sum shown in Table II. The random approach runtime did not exceed one
of the XOR gate's outputs. In other words, this can be viewed as a con- minute in all cases.
straint representing the predicate, "there exist two input vectors that can Table II lists the experimental results for PBS, Galena, and CPLEX.
cause a weighted summation ofgate transitions > k" where k is an integer The first four columns describe the circuit; #PI is the number of primary
value. In formulating the problem, integer coefficients are used to repre- inputs, #Gates represents the total number of gates in the circuit; column
sent the fanout (capacitance) of each gate. MaxPos gives the theoretical upper bound or the maximum weighted

3.1 An Illustrative Example switching activity that can be attained only if all the gates switched si-

In this subsection we use the circuit shown in Figure 1 to provide the multaneously. The Random column represents the maximum weighted
switching activity obtained using the random vector generation approach

reader with an example that clearly illustrates the various steps of the pro- [1]ThTieclmincasteruie(nscod)frahslv.
posed approach. The weighted number of possible transitions is deter- [IO]. The Time column indicates the runtime (in seconds) for each solver.

mined. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Thecolumn labeled Val represents the maximum weighted activity valuemined.
obtained using the each solver. The %-Max column gives the percentageThe circuit shown in the example has three primary inputs a, b and c. oftheaciv o the solver (Val relatv to themaxium tppe

To generate consistency functions for two circuit instances (CircuitA and bound (axPos). m/or i the soout-of-emr.Svertobservation are
Circuit B in the above example), the variables were renamed as inorder:
a1, a2, b,2, cl, c2, dl, d2, etc. The CNF clauses representing the cir- in order
cuits' consistency functions are generated. CNF clauses representing the * In all but two cases, CPLEX was successful in computing the
XOR gates between the outputs of gates in circuits A and B are expressed optimal weighted switching activity.
as shown in the output conditions. The objective function consists of the * PBS (Galena) was able to compute the optimal weighted switching
sum of all XOR outputs. Each output is associated with an integer coeffi- value in all but 7 (8) cases. But for circuits where it timed-out, it
cient that is equal to the fanout of the gate. In the given example d,f, and did return the best weighted switching value seen so far. This can
g have a fanout of 1 and e has a fanout of 2. The optimization instance is be viewed as a lower bound of the possible optimal weighted
passed to the ILP solver which returns the assignment: switching value. Giving any ofrthesolvers extratime would have
{a,, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2 } = { 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1 } The assignment yields the probably helped tighten the gap or even solve the problem by
maximum possible switching activity that the given circuit can experi- finding the optimal value.
ence. * For the presented application, generic ILP solvers, e.g. CPLEX,

perform much better than SAT-based 0-1 ILP solvers, e.g. PBS
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS and Galena.

In this section, we will report and discuss the experimental results ob- The ILP solvers are fast for most small- and medium-size circuits
tained using the proposed power estimation technique. The results for the but as circuits become larger, the ILP solvers become slower.
MCNC benchmark circuits [15] are presented in Table II. Given the lim- Perhaps, larger circuits can be partitioned to speed up the search
ited space, we present results for 30 circuits of various sizes. Each circuit process.
was sensitized using sis [22] to a circuit consisting of only 2-input * The random approach was unable of identifying the optimal
NAND, NOR, and NOT gates. We used the SAT-based 0-1 ILP solvers weighted switching activity value in any of the presented
PBS [1] and Galena [5]. In addition to the generic commercial ILP solver, instances.
CPLEX 7.0 [12]. The PBS and Galena experiments were conducted on a * The proposed approach was able to improve on top of the random
Pentium-IV 2.8 Ghz workstation running Linux and equipped with 500 approach by a factor of 1600 on average and in some cases by 5500.
MB of RAM. The CPLEX experiments were conducted on a SunBlade For example, PBS was able to improve on the value obtained by
1000 workstation with 2MB cache running SunOS 5.9. We used the de- the random approach by a factor of 550% for the 12 circuit.
fault settings for PBS, Galena, and CPLEX. A time-out limit of 10,000 Detecting such a difference in the weighted switching activity
seconds was set for all experiments. value can be very useful.

* The ILP solvers can be used to verify and perhaps improve the
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produces better results than the random-based approach. Our results also
|.., c .EPBS GXalenla CPLEX showed that generic ILP solvers tend to be more competitive than SAT-

| z Ei "based ILP solvers for the given application. In future work, the technique
v m a ... presented here will be extended by using a variable gate delay model.

tcon 34 41 56 45 0.02 48 85 0.01 48 86 0.07 48 86 This will improve our estimate by taking into account the power dissipat-
cmb 32 62 67 42 0.01 55 82 0.04 55 82 1.35 55 82 ed due to any glitches that might occur in the circuit.
pml 32 67 84 65 0.01 71 85 0.04 71 85 1.4 71 85 REFERENCES
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